
Circle the right answer (correct answers are highlighted)
He _______________a lot when he was younger.
used to exercise              used to exercising               use to exercise           using to exercise

There is a chance of meeting your ________________partner in a bar.
prospect                   prospective               futuring              prospectable

It was very funny and everybody was ______________.
giggle                        rant                   giggling               pacing

If you think that the answer is correct, put a____________in the box.
rant                     tick                    pace                legible  

They didn't cause the accident. They didn't drive very ____________.
fast                   fastly               good           recent

This food is terrible. I _________________eating this food.
used to                 be used to             am get used to                am getting used to

Computers ______________over time. They will become even better in the future.
prospect                     evolve                involve                frenzy

Her self-confidence is very low. She feels _________________.
secure                insecure                  sociable                  conscientious

Complete the texts with the given words
The question “What kind of music do you like?” is very ____1________. It is the number one 
______3________of conversation among young _______5_______who are getting to know each other, 
according to psychologists from the __________6_________of Cambridge and Texas.  
1revealing          2topicing             3topic          4adulters           5adults               6universities

For decades doctors have warned us about the dangers of _______6_____and have given us advice how to 
cut ______7________our stress  levels. Everyone agrees that long-term stress, for example having to look 
after someone who has a ______5_______ illness,  or stressful situations where there is nothing we can do, 
for example being ______1_________in a traffic jam, is bad for our ______3__________and should be 
avoided.
1stuck           2stick               3health        4healthy       5chronic            6stress          7down        8besides 

Write the question tags
1. Roger won’t come, ______will he___________?
2. You did it, ____didn't you___________?
3. You’ve got a light, ____haven't you_____________?
4. Mike doesn’t know Cloe, ___does he___________?
5. John’s in America, ______isn't he_________?
6. You can speak Spanish, ___can't you___________?

Use present perfect simple or present perfect continuous
1. I ____have picked________________ (pick) all the flowers on that piece of land.
2. I _____have been picking_________________ (pick) up flowers all day.
3. He _____has been smoking______________ (smoke); that’s why there is smoke in the room.
4. Martha ______has driven__________________ (drive) all the cars in the garage.



5. It is done! Finally,  I______have finished___________________ (finish) my book.
6. Roberto ______has worked, has been working__________(work) in this company for many years.
7. How many people _____have they hired________________(they, hire) this week?


